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Soothing music of acoustic piano blends. 10 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Healing, NEW AGE: Ambient

Details: With subtle nuances and musical allusions, C.S. Bezas writes music that allows the listener to

sink back and relax, whether at the office, at home, or on a long slow walk. Perfect for harried days, A

TIME FOR ANA soothes and smooths away frustration, hurt, and fatigue. Anson Service, of Heuristic

Productions, writes, "Your music reminds me of a waterfall. It has a beautiful melody that carries you,

which leaves you wanting more and never tiring of it." *** BIO: As a child, C.S. Bezas had requested

ballet lessons. When her mother couldn't find a dance teacher in their tiny Nebraska town, she offered

little C.S. piano lessons instead. It only took about three weeks of lessons till she was completely hooked.

By junior high, C.S. Bezas was playing piano for nearly six hours a day. By high school the school's jazz

band teacher offered to spotlight her compositions in a community concert - dedicated solely to her

original music. Soon after that, she was touring and performing in a variety of settings. She also was a

featured vocal soloist with her college's chamber choir and toured in Europe and in the states. C.S. Bezas

has appeared on television, on film, in clubs, and on stage. She frequently performs for charity

organizations and other events. The music from A TIME FOR ANA was recorded to honor children every

where whose time of peace is still to come. **** A portion of the proceeds from the sale of the CD, A TIME

FOR ANA, will go to The Smile Train, an organization which has brought to pass over 112,000 free cleft

lip surgeries for children throughout the world since 1999.
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